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Climate change, natural disasters and post-disaster unrest in India 
Rune T. Slettebak 

Introduction 
Natural disaster rates have risen substantially in India and globally in recent decades, and the 

growth is expected to accelerate due to the combined effects of climate change and urbanization 

and population growth, which place more people in areas at risk of natural disasters.1 Heavy 

human losses from such events give reason for concern in themselves, a concern which is 

multiplied by frequent suggestions that disasters and other adverse effects of climate change 

may trigger violent conflicts.2 If environmental shocks display a tendency of triggering violent 

conflict, affected countries’ challenges appear likely to multiply. 

Although the relation between climate change and violent conflict is at times treated as 

well established, this confidence does not reflect the status of scientific research on the issue.3 

On the contrary, there is no agreement on whether environmental shocks affect the risk of 

violence or, if there is an effect, whether the risk of violence increases or decreases. This article 

aims to contribute to this debate by assessing whether climate-related natural disasters in India 

(1956-2002) have affected the likelihood of riots and politically motivated violence.4 Homer-

Dixon points to India as a country where “there are clear reasons to believe that environmentally 

induced violence may be widespread in the future.” 5  He further stresses the particular 

importance of India, along with China, in this context because of their large populations as well 
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as that their size and importance places them among countries whose “stability and well-being 

profoundly affect broader regional and world security.” Hence, India is considered as a highly 

relevant case for testing hypotheses on how environmental factors relate to the risk of violent 

conflict. 

Aside from the possibility that no systematic relation exists, the lack of convergent 

findings in past research may have several reasons. First, most of the quantitative studies to date 

have focused on civil war – conflicts between state authorities and one or more organized non-

state groups that, typically, are recorded if more than 25 or 1000 people are killed on the 

battlefield. Not only are such onsets relatively rare, it also takes time and money to organize, 

train and arm rebel soldiers. Hence, a large number of factors intervene between climate inputs 

and the civil wars they may contribute to trigger, making connections difficult to detect. Also, 

focusing only on conflicts between state authorities and armed non-state opposition may miss 

parts of the picture. Forms of violence that do not fit the definition of civil war, such as inter-

ethnic violence without state involvement can also cause high fatality rates. Other, more ‘low-

level’ forms of violence are also more common than civil war, which makes trends easier to 

detect. Further, low-level violence appears likely to be affected by environmental factors in 

similar ways as more severe violence, even if the latter connections are rarer and harder to 

detect. This study analyzes whether the risk of riots and political violence is affected by natural 

disasters. These forms of violence are less severe than civil war, but should be affected by 

disasters in a similar way. Also, they are much more frequent, which makes changes in outbreak 

rates easier to detect. 

Second, many of the studies that do not find connections between environmental shocks 

and violent conflict are conducted at the country-year level. Given that both environmental 

shocks and conflicts rarely engulf entire states, more disaggregated approaches of carefully 

selected cases should be tested. Although this study is still quite aggregated, it moves in this 

direction by studying Indian states instead of entire countries. Third, several previous analyses 

operationalize environmental shocks in ways that may not correspond well to how the situation 

is perceived by the affected populations.6  For example, the link between precipitation and 

droughts or floods is mediated by a number of factors such as degree of adaptation, availability 

of alternative livelihoods, terrain shape, access to rivers – to mention only a few (for more 

comprehensive discussions, see for example, McGuire, et al., Wisner, et al., or Cuny and 

Abrams.7 The disaster measure used in this analysis holds promise to overcome some of these 
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challenges through using human consequences as inclusion criteria instead of physical 

characteristics.8 

The results indicate that climate-related natural disasters can increase the risk of riots 

and politically motivated violence, but that the effect hinges on levels of development. Also, 

when the level of development increases, these two forms of violence are affected differently. 

Post-disaster riots become more likely, while the effect of natural disasters on political violence 

falls from positive to zero. However, the statistically significant relations do to only a limited 

degree transfer into changes in predicted violence rates that are large enough to be considered 

as substantively important. 

The article is structured as follows: I begin with a brief introduction to the concept 

‘natural disaster’, before discussing two main perspectives on how disasters may be expected 

to impact on the risk of violent conflict: disaster sociology and the environmental security 

literature. Thereafter I suggest level of development as an important intervening variable that 

may contribute to bridging the gap between the two theoretical traditions. Following this, the 

data and methods are discussed before presenting results and concluding in the last sections. 

What is a natural disaster? 

“In evaluating disaster risk, the social production of vulnerability needs to be considered 

with at least the same degree of importance that is devoted to understanding and addressing 

natural hazards.”9 The question of what causes natural disasters is not as straightforward as it 

may seem. While strong wind, unusually heavy precipitation, and atypical lack of rainfall are 

examples of natural hazards that may trigger disasters, lack of protection from the forces of 

nature and settlements in locations that are exposed to natural hazards are at least as important 

in determining where natural disasters do or do not occur. If, for example, two physically similar 

storms affect one highly resilient and one vulnerable community, the resilient community will, 

most often, just experience a storm, while the vulnerable will experience a disaster. The storm 

does not translate into a disaster until it causes people to die and property to be destroyed; a 

disaster is not an event, but a tag that humans put on events that have severely damaging 

consequences. 

This point has an important implication: since natural disasters are partly conditional on 

social factors, social development is a key factor in reducing the number of disasters.10  By 

enforcing strict building codes, preventing settlements in highly exposed areas, and planning 
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for how to handle severe weather events, responsible authorities can prevent many natural 

hazards from triggering disasters. One common example of disaster-exposed settlements is 

habitations in low-lying, flood-prone areas and steep, deforested hillsides. However, 

settlements in such places are often a symptom of poverty, as the people who inhabit them often 

stay there because they cannot afford to move anywhere else.11 

This difference between physical forces and human outcomes also hints at two different 

approaches to measuring disasters. One is to look at the absolute force, for example wind speed 

or millimeters of precipitation. The other is to study the actual damages they cause, typically in 

terms of human fatalities. While these two approaches will give correlated results, human 

consequences will hinge crucially on other factors as well – such as level of preparedness, 

housing construction, population density, evacuation, the victims’ initial health conditions, etc. 

One illustration is offered by cyclone Yasi, which struck Queensland, Australia with wind gusts 

up to 285 km/h. It did, however, not cause any direct fatalities. Cyclone Bhola, which struck 

East Pakistan (now Bangladesh) in 1970 was less powerful in terms of absolute wind force but, 

a combination of the large, exposed and vulnerable population, terrain characteristics, lack of 

warning and protection and the night-time landfall are among the factors that contributed to 

rendering it the deadliest tropical cyclone in history. It is estimated to have caused between 

300,000 and 500,000 fatalities. 

Following this, I would argue that for analyses like the one undertaken in this article, 

severe weather events should be considered in terms of their consequences rather than their 

physical characteristics. This approach also automatically corrects for disaster prevention 

through increased resilience, which causes a lower share of severe weather events to actually 

become disasters. This is particularly important for a study like this one, which covers a 

relatively long time period where the level of development has increased substantially and the 

ability to handle natural hazards may have risen accordingly. This also helps reducing the risk 

of picking up changes in the relation between disasters and the risk of violence that are really 

caused by increased resilience. 

Aside from changes in vulnerability to severe weather events, the number of disasters 

may increase even without changes in vulnerability and the number of severe weather events if 

there is population growth in exposed locations. Current trends of urbanization in many 

countries, where immigrants from the countryside often only can afford to settle in exposed 

areas, indicate that the number of climate-related natural disasters is going to increase with the 
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growing population density in dangerous areas. On top of this come the projected effects of 

climate change, which include an increased frequency and severity of extreme weather events.12 

Figure 1 illustrates the development of climate-related and geological disasters per year during 

the period analyzed in this article. Geological disasters (mainly earthquakes) are included as a 

basis for comparison; if the increase in climatological disasters was only due to changed 

reporting practices, we should see some increase in the number of geological disasters as well. 

As Figure 1 shows, the rate of geological disasters has been fairly stable throughout the period, 

which supports the impression that there has been a real increase in climate-related disasters. 

[Figure 1 here] 

Theory 
Interest in how environmentally induced adversity, in the shape of environmental 

degradation, scarcity of renewable resources or natural disasters, impact on social systems has 

grown sharply the last two decades. Numerous researchers and commentators have suggested, 

and found, that severely affected areas can be expected to face an increased risk of violent 

conflict.13 This would not only threaten to multiply the environmentally induced damages: if 

violent conflicts are triggered, they may spread and destabilize entire regions. 

Natural disasters constitute a subset of the environmental factors that are suggested to 

affect the likelihood of violence. Despite a clear degree of overlap between, for example, 

unusually low precipitation rates and drought, natural disasters are considered as more rapidly 

developing than some of the forms of gradual degradation argued by Homer-Dixon and Kahl 

to increase the risk of violent conflict.14 Still, several authors point to rapid changes for the 

worse as particularly conflict-instigating, as this is expected to increase the sense of deprivation 

among the victims.15 

A large number of causal connections leading from environmentally induced adversity 

to violent conflict have been suggested in this research area, which will be referred to as the 

environmental security literature.16 At the individual level, increased grievances and additional 

motives for turning to violence are emphasized. Disaster-induced scarcities of important 

resources, which occur at both the individual and group levels, are posited as a related, 

potentially important conflict-instigating factor through triggering fighting over remaining 

resources and generating intense relative deprivation. Disasters are also suggested to increase 

opportunities for insurgency by constraining state capacity, damaging state legitimacy, and 

draining counter-insurgency capabilities.17 
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A number of studies have focused on economic effects of disasters and adverse weather 

conditions more generally. In areas that are heavily dependent of rain-fed agriculture, severe 

precipitation and/or temperature deviations (triggering, at worst, drought and flood disasters) 

can damage the economy. This has been found to increase the risk of violent conflict in Africa 

and India. 18  However, Ciccone has called the validity of the analytical approach used by 

Miguel, et al. into question.19 Further, Buhaug has demonstrated that the findings by Burke, et 

al. are not robust, and Slettebak report the same for the findings by Brancati and Nel and 

Righarts.20 

The issue of how natural disasters affect economic growth is not settled either, making 

it harder to use disasters as proxies for economic shocks. Otero and Marti find that natural 

disasters harm the economy, while Skidmore and Toya report disasters stimulate growth. 21 For 

a summary, see World Bank.22  In addition, a number of studies do not find substantively 

important connections between environmental connections and the risk of violence.23 Hence, 

the issue of whether or how natural disasters affect the overall risk of violent conflict is still 

open. This does, however, not rule out substantially important effects in some areas. This study 

contributes to address this question through assessing whether natural disasters have affected 

the risk of violence in India in recent decades. 

The current surge in research on how natural disasters affect conflict risk is not the first 

time post-disaster behavior has been the subject of extensive interest from social scientists. 

Although research on the issue dates at least back to Prince, the first major research efforts 

devoted to post-disaster behavior came in the US at the dawn of the Cold War.24 The American 

military feared that a Soviet nuclear attack could trigger a potentially devastating collapse of 

morale and social order.25 This led them to fund extensive field studies of post-disaster behavior 

in order to learn more about what kind of response that could be expected. Disasters, as well as 

studies of bombing victims from World War II, were regarded as the most relevant available 

comparison condition to nuclear attacks.26 

Although these studies, which are referred to as ‘disaster sociology,’ were not aimed 

specifically at assessing the risk of civil war, the findings are arguably relevant for this question 

as well. Summarizing the research, Fritz notes that the results from more than 20,000 interviews 

and questionnaires from 161 major accidents, disasters, and wartime bombing studies contradict 

the initial expectations.27 Rather than increasing antagonism, opportunistic behavior, and group 
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conflicts, disasters are found to generate a strong sense of unification and solidarity among 

victims, while past conflict are rendered irrelevant.28 

For a military planner fearing societal collapse after a nuclear attack, these findings must 

have been reassuring. This may be the reason why research interest (and funding) in this area 

appears to have waned after 1960. Despite suggestions that post-disaster behavior should be 

independent of culture, it is necessary to ask whether these findings, which mainly stem from 

the United States, are valid for other countries.29 Some recent studies with global coverage find 

that disasters reduce the risk of civil war onset, which is consistent with expectations from 

disaster sociology.30 By conducting an analysis of this relation in India this study moves farther 

by conducting a quantitative test of the relative explanatory power of these approaches. 

 

Another issue that appears likely to be important for shaping the likelihood that disasters 

increase (or reduce) conflict risk is the interplay between disasters and political authorities. 

Goldstone describes disasters as an opportunity for governments to display their competence – 

or incompetence.31  Similarly, Boin, et al. point to a number of cases where governmental 

legitimacy and political careers have stumbled or been strengthened depending on how crises 

were managed.32 The processes that lead to either of these two outcomes have been studied by 

Olson and Gawronski, who identify six dimensions that influence political outcomes of crises.33 

Politicians that appear well prepared, credible, capable, and competent to handle the crisis in a 

correct manner, and that display compassion with the victims, are likely to come strengthened 

out of the situation. With regard to disasters’ relation to violent conflict, this underscores the 

importance of assessing whether the risk of post-disaster violence changes as a society 

progresses. This analysis attempts to take this into account by assessing whether disasters’ effect 

on post-disaster violence is influenced by literacy levels. 

The 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami is a high-profile case of how a natural disaster can have 

different effects on two ongoing conflicts. It contributed significantly to ending the civil war in 

Aceh, while the conflict in Sri Lanka escalated. In both conflicts, the parties attempted to utilize 

the disaster situation to improve their position, but with opposite outcomes.34 Similarly, the 

Taliban’s aid operations during the 2010 floods in Pakistan may have increased the 

organization’s legitimacy in the affected areas, at the government’s expense.35 While all aid to 

disaster victims is laudable, this illustrates how disasters may also serve as scenes where 
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authorities’ (and their challengers’) ability to provide for their subjects is put to display. This, 

in turn, may both increase and reduce the likelihood of violent conflict, depending on how the 

disaster outcomes fit into the larger context. 

The same dual effect appears plausible in relation to suggestions that disasters often act 

as seeds of change.36 Through serving as opportunities for political reform or focal points for 

political mobilization, disasters can be expected to both defuse and increase political tensions.37 

For example, repressive regimes may see increased political awareness in the wake of disaster 

as a threat and might be tempted to crack down on such developments. Where disasters are used 

as focal points for mobilization, outcomes may similarly tip in both directions. In summary, the 

available evidence indicates that depending on the circumstances, disasters may both increase 

and reduce the risk of post-disaster violence. This means that if disasters affect the risk of 

violence in different ways depending on the context, it may be impossible to detect an overall 

relation between disasters and the risk of violence. My first two hypotheses aim to test whether 

such a direct, unconditional relation can be detected. 

Hypothesis one: Natural disasters increase the risk of violence 

Hypothesis two: Natural disasters reduce the risk of violence 

The possibility that the effect of natural disasters depend on contextual factors leads me 

to formulate a third hypothesis which aims to test whether changes in level of development 

contribute to shaping outcomes from natural disasters. 

Hypothesis three: The risk of post-disaster violence is highest at low levels of development but 

drops as the level of development increases. 

Level of development is not a straightforward phenomenon to measure, so I will proxy 

it by using the share of literates in the population. With ‘level of development’, I refer to general 

conditions of living for the population as well as governmental will and capability to maintain 

the welfare of the citizens. Literacy levels are considered as a useful indicator for this as it goes 

beyond income levels but also incorporate an element of achieved results in improving 

conditions of living through ensuring widespread schooling. Also, on the more pragmatic level, 

time-series data are available for Indian states. This does not apply to alternative measures such 

as the Human development index (HDI). Increased literacy levels have been found to reduce 

the risk of civil war through signaling that the government is actively pursuing better welfare 

for the citizens, and by providing the citizens with tools that facilitate peaceful conflict 
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resolution.38  Do and Iyer report similar findings from a within-country analysis of conflict 

patterns in Nepal, where increased literacy and reduced poverty are both found to reduce the 

risk of conflict.39 

 This analytical approach allows testing whether the risk of post-disaster violence in 

India has changed as Indian society has progressed. It is considered particularly important to 

take such changes into account due to the extensive progress that have been observed in India 

since independence. Also efforts to increase the preparedness against natural disasters have 

strengthened substantially in India, in particular from 1990 onwards. 40  Increased disaster 

preparedness may also mean improved ability to manage adverse social impacts, thereby 

potentially reducing the risk of post-disaster violence. These hypotheses aim at uncovering the 

most basic relations between natural disasters and the risk of violent conflict, but do not enter 

more deeply into testing specific causal effects. 

[Figure 2 here] 

Method 
The analysis is done on state level in India, using multivariate analysis for the time 

period 1956-2002. The unit of analysis is the state-year, building on a dataset developed by 

Urdal.41  Theoretically, it is not clear what kinds of violence that should be expected to be 

affected by natural disasters but the suggested connections at individual, group, and system 

levels imply that the risk of a wide range of conflict types should be affected in similar ways. 

Furthermore, low-level violence is more common and hence trends are easier to detect. I 

therefore focus on riots and politically motivated violence, which are described in more detail 

in the next section. These are clearly not the only forms of violence that may be expected to 

follow in the wake of natural disasters, but they are broad enough to capture a wide range of 

violent upsurges, and therefore considered suitable for testing a for general relation between 

disasters and violence. 

Although less aggregated than analyses at the cross-national level, several of the states 

analyzed are quite large (the largest, Rajasthan, is almost as large as Germany). This means that 

a disaster and, for example, a riot that occur within the same state may still be far away from 

each other geographically, rendering it unlikely that the disaster has had any effect on the riot. 

Similarly, the state-year resolution means that much time could pass from the disaster to the 

riot, or that the riot happens prior to the disaster. While these factors make the analysis less 
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efficient, I consider it unlikely that they introduce systematic biases, as the risk of reverse 

causality is minimal in this case due to the relatively low severity of the violence.42 

Running the analysis on a single country reduces the opportunity for generalization 

across countries. However, as all the units analyzed are facing the same overarching laws and 

structure of governance, differences between regions are less likely to result from such factors. 

This also applies to data collection: by focusing on a single country, the risk of distortions of 

results due to different data collection procedures in different countries is reduced. This is 

related to a more pragmatic reason for focusing the analysis on India: a tradition of solid record-

keeping means that much reliable data is available for long time periods. Another argument in 

favor of running the analysis of India at the state level is that politics at the state level have been 

found to have a large influence on the level of communal violence within each state.43 

A further reason for running the analysis on a single country is to be better able to capture 

changes in the relation between natural disasters and communal violence. Although there will 

clearly be variation between different Indian states, it will be small compared to a cross-national 

sample. If, for example, post-disaster violence is triggered by increased grievances and state 

authorities become better at quickly reducing the level of grievances following natural disasters, 

then this should lead to a diminishing risk of violence as time passes. Such time trends may be 

more easily captured when studying single countries because of the considerable heterogeneity 

across countries. 

All analyses are run with a lagged dependent variable in order to account for the effect 

of similar events in the previous year. As the dependent variables are event counts, OLS 

regression would be at risk of generating imprecise, biased estimates.44 Further, the skewed and 

highly dispersed distributions with a high number of zeros relative to other values are 

problematic for both OLS and Poisson regression. Therefore, negative binomial regression is 

considered the most appropriate approach.45  The fixed effects procedure has, according to 

Allison and Waterman, not been properly implemented for negative binomial regression.46 I 

therefore follow their recommendation, and use unit-dummies to account for unit-specific 

effects. In a similar fashion, year-dummies are included to control for year-specific effects and 

time trends. Further, the standard errors are clustered by unit to take the panel structure of the 

data into account. The analyses were done using Stata 11.2 and R 2.7.2.47 

Data 
Dependent variables 
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Riots: The first dependent variable is a broad measure of riots, consisting of all reported 

riot incidents involving five people or more. The dataset is compiled by Marshall and Marshall48 

(2008), based on material published by the Government of India, Ministry of Home Affairs. 

Data for 1965 is missing. The peak years (Rajasthan, 1995-98) recorded more than 40,000 

incidences per year (given Rajasthan’s population of over 44 million people at the time, this 

corresponds to slightly less than 0.001 riots per capita). Riots have a much lower start-up 

threshold than more organized forms of violence, which should make riots more sensitive to 

external shocks, such as natural disasters. They therefore appear as an interesting indicator of 

changes in societal tensions after disasters. As the riots do not necessarily cause fatalities – the 

mere frequencies indicate that the vast majority do not – these events can be seen as partially 

overlapping both demonstrations and low-level violent conflict, which underscore their 

usefulness for assessing changes in levels of tension in a population following natural disasters. 

Politically motivated violence: The second measure of violence used in this article is a 

dataset of politically motivated violence.49 This set partially consists of riots, but in order to be 

included in the dataset, incidents must cause at least one fatality or substantial property damage. 

In addition to riots, ethnic clashes, armed violence, and terrorist attacks constitute a substantial 

share of the events included. Given the higher level of violence, these events are considered as 

more serious than the previously mentioned measure of riots, with a higher likelihood of 

escalating into even more serious violence. They are also much less frequent than the pure riot 

measure; the mean number of incidents per state-year is 0.82, with a maximum of 47. 

Independent variable 

Natural disasters: This variable indicates the number of climate-related natural disasters 

that have affected an Indian state in a given year. The data come from the emergency events 

database (EM-DAT) provided by the Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters 

(CRED), Université Catholique de Louvain. A disaster event must fulfill at least one of the 

following criteria to be entered into the database: ten or more people reported killed, hundred 

or more reported affected, a declaration of a state of emergency, or a call for international 

assistance. Hence, it should be kept in mind that this is not a count of severe weather events, 

but a list of those that turned out to have sufficiently damaging consequences for the affected 

society to fulfill one of the above mentioned criteria. This is an important point for the analysis 

in this article, as this definition accounts for changes in the vulnerability to severe weather 

events. 
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The types of disaster that are included are storms, droughts, floods, extreme 

temperatures, precipitation-induced landslides, and wildfires. 50  Measures of single disaster 

types are tested in addition to the composite measure. 

Control variables 

Number of conflict events previous year: spillovers from previous periods can have 

substantial effects on current risk, and a lagged dependent variable is therefore introduced in 

the models to control for this.51 

 Population size:52 a large population is robustly related to an increased risk of civil war, 

although the precise causal chain is open for several interpretations. 53  A stable per capita 

propensity for violence will, for example give more violence in two political units that are equal 

in all areas but population size. Also, larger populations are more difficult to administer and 

control, which may increase the risk of violence in such populations. Further, a large population 

means more victims if a disaster strikes, which should further increase the risk of post-disaster 

violence – if the disasters do increase the risk. 

Literacy rate: included as a proxy for level of development. I expect that areas with low 

literacy rates are less developed and therefore both more vulnerable to disasters and more likely 

to experience post-disaster violence. Literacy levels appear as a useful tool for this as it does 

not only reflect the economic situation in a state, but also the will and ability of politicians to 

improve conditions of living. It is measured as the number of literates aged seven or above per 

thousand citizens, and stems from Urdal, who collected it from the Indian Central Statistical 

Organization (CSO).54  In order to probe whether the effect of disasters on the risk of post-

disaster violence is conditioned by level of development, an interaction between literacy rates 

and disasters is also tested. As illustrated in Figure 3, Indian literacy rates vary substantially 

from state to state. Overall median rates have increased from 15.4 per cent literates in 1956 to 

56.9 per cent in 2002. 

[Figure 3 here] 

Population density: A dense population can be expected to be more at risk of forms of 

violence where groups of people confront each other – such as riots.55 While a large population 

may be widely dispersed and therefore not necessarily a useful source of riot participants, a 

dense population may be more prone to experience riots. Also, after disasters, any increased 

tendency of friction appears more likely to manifest itself where the population density is high. 
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Urban share: urban and rural populations face very different situations after a disaster.56 

Urban populations are normally entirely dependent on a functioning division of labor to supply 

food, water, renovation, etc. As extensive natural disasters are likely to cause the division of 

labor to break down, this renders urban populations highly vulnerable. However, being located 

in urban areas they are also more likely to receive aid more efficiently than rural populations. 

Further, as riots are considered as mainly urban phenomena, it is considered important to take 

this into account. 

Results 
Below, the results from the analyses are presented. The analytical approach used, where 

unit-specific effects are taken into account by including unit dummies, is considered the most 

methodologically sound alternative. It should be noted, though, that it gives conservative 

results. 

[Table 1 here] 

Literacy rates, included in the models to proxy level of development and welfare, have 

a positive sign, indicating that the likelihood of riots increases with levels of literacy. This is 

contrary to what is typically expected in models of more severe violence, such as civil war. 

Natural disasters have a positive sign, but the singular term is not statistically significant. The 

likelihood-ratio test indicates that the overall improvement of model performance by including 

the disasters achieves statistical significance only at the 10 percent level (p=0.07). 

In model 2, an interaction term between literacy levels and natural disasters is added. 

This constitutes a significant improvement of the model, and causes the disaster variable to take 

on a negative sign, while the coefficients for literacy and the interaction have positive signs. 

This indicates that disasters have a weak riot-inhibiting effect at low levels of literacy, but that 

they become progressively more riot-promoting as the levels of literacy increase. This trend, 

which is illustrated graphically in Figure 4, thereby indicates the opposite of what was expected 

by Hypothesis three, as the risk of riots is greater at higher levels of development. When 

studying the plot, it should be kept in mind that among the state-years that experience disasters, 

the median disaster count is one and the mean is 1.54. Hence, the higher disaster counts should 

be seen as exceptions at present, although this may change in the future. As illustrated Figure 

4, the shift in expected count of riots from zero to one disaster is fairly small except at the very 
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highest levels of literacy. State-years that have high literacy levels and are affected by several 

disasters do, however, appear likely to experience an increase in riot risk. 

[Figure 4 here] 

In order to assess whether some disaster-types stand out, interactions between single 

disaster types and literacy are tested in models 4a-4c. Floods stand out as being more strongly 

linked to riots than the other types. Closer investigation reveals that the predicted count of riots 

after floods follows a pattern that resembles the one for all disasters, although the expected 

count grows more slowly at increasing disaster rates than for the combined measure (not 

shown). 

The models have also been tested with lagged and binary versions of the disaster 

measure, without significant changes. Similarly, excluding potentially influential states such as 

Kashmir and the northeastern states is tested.57 The exclusion of Kashmir (28 observations) has 

little effect on the results, while dropping the northeastern states from the sample (333 

observations) weakens significance levels somewhat. Given that this exclusion removes one 

third of the sample, the loss of significance is not considered a problem – in particular as the 

main results persist, although in a weakened form. 

[Table 2 here] 

Unlike riots, the likelihood of politically motivated violence drops at higher levels of 

literacy. The reported coefficients in Table 2 indicate that the risk of political violence is highest 

in small, rural populations with low population density and low levels of literacy.58 In model 5, 

natural disasters have a positive sign and are significant at the 10 percent level. The fit improves 

when the interaction between disasters and literacy levels is added in model 6. The interaction 

term takes on a negative sign, while the literacy and disaster terms retain their respective 

negative and positive signs. This indicates that when disasters affect populations with low 

literacy levels experience, the expected rate of politically motivated violence increases. At 

higher levels of literacy, this effect diminishes and the effect of disasters drops towards zero, as 

illustrated in Figure 5. 

However, in practical terms, it is only severely disaster-affected state-years with low 

literacy levels that are predicted to experience a substantial change. The shift from an expected 

count of zero incidents of political violence to an expectation of one or, at worst, two cases, 
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mainly imply that the fatality rates from the disasters will likely be far higher than those brought 

by ensuing increases in politically motivated violence. 

[Figure 5 here] 

This impression is supported by the tests of the effects from single disaster types. The 

singular term for storms is positive and significant, while the interaction between floods and 

literacy is the only interaction between single disaster types and level of development that 

contributes significantly to the model. If all other variables are held at median levels, moving 

from zero to three storms in one state-year increases the expected count of political violence 

incidences from 0.16 to 0.75, or from zero to one if rounded to meaningful values. However, 

among the 131 state-years that experienced storm disasters, only three experienced more than 

two in one year. The overall impression thus remains that although the relation between storms 

and political violence is positive and significant, it is not strong enough to mean much in 

practical terms. In sum, the disasters do not appear to add much to the actual expected frequency 

of politically motivated violence, and the violence-increasing tendency at low levels of 

development is countered by a steady increase in literacy levels across the period analyzed. This 

also implies that the overall risk of political violence following disasters in India has dropped 

over recent decades. 

For politically motivated violence, only disasters in the same year exert a significant 

influence: lagging the disaster measure causes it to lose all significance. Given the minimal 

likelihood of reverse causality – political violence is not expected to trigger disasters – this is 

interpreted as that the effect disasters have on political violence is relatively short-lived. The 

results are also robust to excluding Kashmir and the northeastern states. 

Concluding remarks 
In this article I have investigated the relation between climate-related natural disasters 

and the risk of riots and politically motivated violence in Indian states for the period 1956-2002. 

Frequent suggestions that natural disasters may contribute to triggering violent conflict, 

combined with the frequency of natural disasters in India, is in itself sufficient to merit analyses 

of how disasters affect the likelihood of violent conflict. This is further underscored by how 

climate change is expected to increase the risk of natural disasters while urbanization and 

population growth place more people in the risk zone. While the disasters can be devastating in 
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themselves, the amount of damage can be multiplied if disasters contribute to triggering violent 

conflict. 

The findings indicate that natural disasters can under certain conditions contribute to 

increasing the risk of violent conflict in India, but that for an unconditional effect this is only 

supported at the 10 percent significance level for political violence, and the results are not 

significant for riots. Hence, hypothesis one, which suggests an unconditional effect that 

disasters will lead to more violence, receives a minimal degree of support. Hypothesis two, 

which suggests that disasters can be expected to reduce the risk of violence, is not supported. 

None of the models indicate a statistically significant unconditional negative relation between 

disasters and the risk of violence. The tendency towards a negative slope at the lower/upper 

extremes of the interaction between disasters and literacy does not rule out that disasters may 

be violence-preventing in some situations, but this contention is not supported in practice in 

this analysis. The third hypothesis suggests that the risk of post-disaster violence is highest at 

low levels of development, but drops as the level of development increases. This is supported 

for politically motivated violence, but directly contradicted for riots, where the opposite pattern 

is observed. 

However, when turning from statistical significance to the predicted change in number 

of events, the role of natural disasters becomes less convincing. In the period analyzed, 

exceptional circumstances are required to cause substantially important changes in the expected 

rates of violence. For India, the damages caused by post-disaster riots and politically motivated 

violence appear likely to be dwarfed by the damages caused more directly by the disasters. 

One possible interpretation of the difference in outcomes for riots and political violence 

is that the riots in this analysis can be seen as having more in common with demonstrations than 

more severe form of communal violence. Given the highly inclusive definition of riots, the vast 

majority of the included riots are non-fatal protests or clashes. For politically motivated 

violence, where all included incidents involve at least one fatality or substantial property 

damage, each event is considered as more serious than the median riot (although keeping in 

mind that riots can turn extremely deadly). 

Increased levels of development may have caused people’s expectations of post-disaster 

relief to grow faster than governmental ability to mediate adverse outcomes, and the frustrations 

that result from this discrepancy may lead to more post-disaster protests, which get recorded as 

riots. Another possible interpretation of the results is that post-disaster unrest in India may have 
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shifted towards less violent forms. With regards to more severe forms of violent conflict, the 

weak relations found here imply that disasters appear unlikely to have a substantial effect. 

 The analysis of a single country improves the ability to control for changes across time, 

as the heterogeneity between states within the same overarching polity is substantially smaller 

than between separate countries. However, it prevents controlling for certain important 

variables. Perhaps most important, India has been considered democratic throughout the period 

analyzed. For protest and the lowest levels of violence – mainly non-fatal – it should be kept in 

mind that the numbers may be higher in democracies due to a lower likelihood that governments 

suppress protests. In authoritarian states, on the other hand, collective action by disaster victims 

– whether violent or not – appears more likely to be violently suppressed. Although it appears 

plausible that level of development may display similar effects on the risk of post-disaster 

violence in other countries, this underscores the need for further research on countries with 

different political systems before drawing conclusions outside India. 

Theisen and Slettebak's study of natural disasters and the risk of violent conflict in 

Indonesian provinces mirror the weak relation found in this article, but to the extent natural 

disasters in Indonesia affect the risk of violence, they reduce it.59 The weak and conditional 

relation between disasters and violence in India reflect the debate on environment and security: 

as described in the theory section, results point in several directions, and few if any robust 

connections between environmental factors and increased risk of violence have been found. 

With regards to studying disasters and violence in India, a further point to keep in mind 

is the Gandhian legacy, which has contributed to a number of non-violent environmental protest 

movements. 60  Despite that these have at occasions been met with violence from state 

authorities, the tradition of non-violent protest movements may contribute to reducing the 

likelihood of environmentally driven violent conflicts in India. 

While no strong relation is found, the findings in this article support the dual effect of 

disasters on violence risk, outlined in the theory section. This undermines notions that 

environmental shocks have a uniform effect on conflict risk, and thereby also aprioristic 

assumptions such as that disaster victims are prone to be more aggressive 61 . Rather than 

assuming similar effects across different contexts, future research should attempt to shed light 

on the role of political actors and how they can utilize environmental shocks – as well as other 

major incidences – for pursuing their own agendas. Whether the aim is to bring down the 
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government, boosting own legitimacy, pursuing the interests of some actor or group, or anything 

else, the strategies used may be of interest for conflict researchers. 

As level of democracy is robustly associated to conflict risk and also appears likely to 

shape governments' disaster preparedness and response to disasters and protests in their wake, 

an in-depth study of the role of democracy may provide one promising path to pursue.62 One 

part of the motivation for studying India is related to this. According to Homer-Dixon, India's 

risk of environmentally driven violence is particularly high.63 Yet, the results from this analysis 

indicate that post-disaster violence is not an important problem in India. Although this does not 

exclude the possibility that other countries at high risk of violence may suffer outbreaks due to 

environmental strain, it is noteworthy that this ‘maximum likelihood’ case displays such a weak 

connection. If one aims to reduce the risk of violence, it appears more useful to address the 

social, economic, and political causes than focusing on the environmental part – although these 

are closely intertwined in many cases. 
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Figure 1. Development in recorded climate-related and geological natural disasters in 

India64 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Geographic distributions of disasters, political violence events, and riots.65 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Geographic and temporal distributions of literacy in India 
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Figure 4. Predicted riot rates by literacy and disasters66 
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Figure 5. Predicted counts of political violence by literacy and disasters67 
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Table 1. Negative binomial regression of riot rates¤ 

VARIABLES 1 2 3 4a 4b 4c 

       

Number of riots, lagged 

5.46e-

05*** 

5.41e-

05*** 

5.48e-

05*** 

5.51e-

05*** 

5.37e-

05*** 

5.40e-

05*** 

 (5.77) (6.11) (5.85) (5.90) (6.07) (5.86) 

Population (ln) 1.188 1.266 1.192 1.217 1.239 1.212 

 (1.18) (1.28) (1.19) (1.21) (1.26) (1.22) 

Literacy rate 0.00353 0.00300 0.00347 0.00346 0.00299 0.00332 

 (1.49) (1.25) (1.47) (1.47) (1.23) (1.40) 

Population density -0.00153 -0.00166 -0.00154 -0.00157 -0.00165 -0.00150 

 (-1.26) (-1.40) (-1.24) (-1.26) (-1.35) (-1.22) 

Urban share -0.0232 -0.0249 -0.0233 -0.0233 -0.0256 -0.0236 

 (-1.16) (-1.27) (-1.16) (-1.16) (-1.31) (-1.17) 

Number of natural disasters 0.0413 -0.159**     

 (1.45) (-2.25)     

Disasters * literacy  

0.000454*

*     

  (2.27)     

Storms   0.0402 -0.164 0.0330 0.0449 

   (1.22) (-1.28) (1.05) (1.33) 

Floods   0.0488 0.0460 -0.206** 0.0433 

   (0.96) (0.94) (-2.37) (0.87) 

Droughts   0.00486 0.0166 -0.0118 -0.602** 

   (0.05) (0.17) (-0.12) (-2.51) 

Landslides   0.0641 0.0585 0.0674 0.0483 

   (0.84) (0.78) (0.84) (0.64) 
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Storms * literacy    0.000517   

    (1.46)   

Floods * literacy     

0.000535*

*  

     (2.14)  

Droughts * literacy#      0.00131** 

      (2.50) 

       

Constant -4.663 -5.315 -4.697 -4.931 -5.039 -4.878 

 (-0.46) (-0.54) (-0.47) (-0.49) (-0.51) (-0.49) 

       

Observations 900 900 900 900 900 900 

LR-test chi square§ 3.23* 14.38*** 3.52 3.50* 8.34*** 5.36** 

Robust z-statistics in 

parentheses       

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * 

p<0.1       

       

¤: All models are run with year and state dummies. In order to conserve space, these are omitted 

in the tables. Standard errors are clustered by state. Standard diagnostics such as DFBETAs, 

Cook’s D and Leverage are also run, without indicating particular sources of concern. 

§: Indicates chi-square and significance level for likelihood ratio-tests that compare the models 

in question to similar models without interaction terms for the interaction models, and without 

disasters for the others. 

#: The interaction between landslides and literacy did not constitute a significant improvement 

of the model and is therefore omitted from this table. 
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Table 2. Negative binomial regression of political violence rates¤ 

VARIABLES  5 6 7 8b 

     

          

Political violence rate, lagged 0.145*** 0.141*** 0.145*** 

0.144**

* 

 (2.92) (2.87) (2.98) (3.02) 

Population (ln) -0.941 -1.170* -1.175* -1.275* 

 (-1.36) (-1.79) (-1.69) (-1.86) 

Literacy rate -0.000372 -0.000113 -0.000954 

-

0.00041

5 

 (-0.12) (-0.04) (-0.33) (-0.15) 

Population density -0.00897*** -0.00857*** -0.00935*** 

-

0.00910

*** 

 (-4.63) (-4.66) (-4.07) (-4.02) 

Urban share -0.0865** -0.0819** -0.0886** 

-

0.0862*

* 

 (-2.15) (-2.12) (-2.31) (-2.25) 

Number of natural disasters 0.219* 0.712**   

 (1.77) (2.40)   

Disasters * literacy  -0.00127*   

  (-1.91)   

Storm   0.507*** 

0.494**

* 

   (3.34) (3.08) 

Flood   -0.0469 0.695 

   (-0.27) (1.20) 
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Drought   -0.194 -0.177 

   (-0.63) (-0.61) 

Landslide   -0.157 -0.151 

   (-0.44) (-0.40) 

Flood * literacy#    

-

0.00169 

    (-1.36) 

Constant -5.474 -2.413 -1.447 -0.628 

 (-0.78) (-0.36) (-0.21) (-0.09) 

     

Observations 952 952 952 952 

LR-test chi square§ 6.04*** 4.76*** 11.80*** 3.27* 

Robust z-statistics in parentheses     

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1     

¤: All models are run with year and state dummies. In order to conserve space, these are omitted 

in the tables. Standard errors are clustered by state. Standard diagnostics such as DFBETAs, 

Cook’s D and Leverage are also run, without indicating particular sources of concern. 

§: Indicates chi-square and significance level for likelihood ratio-tests that compare the models 

in question to similar models without interaction terms for the interaction models, and without 

disasters for the others. 

#: Floods are the only single disaster type that constitutes a significant (at 10 percent level) 

improvement of the model when interacted with literacy. The other interactions between literacy 

and other disaster types are therefore excluded from the table. 

 

Notes 
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